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1.1. What is the EZTitles Plug-in
The EZTitles Plug-in for Carbon Coder is small, light-weight tool which enables you to encode burned-in (also
referred to as open subtitles) subtitles, teletext or closed captions right onto your video clip. The Plug-in is available
to the default's User Interface as well as the advanced Watch Folder Mode setup on single machine or in a
transcoding farm controlled by a Carbon Server.
It provides enhanced functionality to control and adjust the subtitles' appearance on the screen including built-in
functions to change the text's Font, its color and size; to change or apply a box, shadow or outline effects over the
text; and to adjust the horizontal or vertical position of the text over the picture.
The Plug-in enables the insertion of subtitles/captions in wide variety of file formats. The full list of supported file
types can be found later in the Main Plug-in Features section of this guide.
It correctly reads all their format information for fonts, effects and placement, if it is allowed and presented with
the original file. The subtitles will appear exactly the same as the editor who had created them has intended.
Except the excellent functionality and compatibility with many subtitling programs, the Plug-in also provides utility
for quality control of the encoded subtitles to prevent the eventual imprint of incorrect or incompatible subtitles.
This includes error logging features which may stop the encoding process and output a Log file with detailed info
about the incorrect subtitle or subtitles. Having the issues defined by the Plug-in it would be easier to review and
edit the subtitles.
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1.2. Features and Requirements
System requirements
The EZTitles Plug-in doesn't require any additional software or hardware. Any workstation which meets the
ProMedia Carbon's requirements will be able to use the EZTitles Plug-in as well.
The EZTitles Plug-in for ProMedia Carbon requires Carbon Coder ver. 3.14 or greater to be installed. It is also
compatible with WFS version 1.3 or above.

Supported Subtitle Formats
The EZTitles Plug-in for Carbon Coder can load subtitles from the following files:

REZT and EZTXML
REBU subtitle files (.STL)
RCompressed PAC subtitle files (.PAC)
RUnicode PAC subtitle files (.FPC)
RWin2020 text subtitle files (.TXT)
R890 subtitle files (.890)
RVideotron Lambda Cap (.cap) files
RWebVTT (.vtt) subtitle files
RSubRip (.srt) subtitle files
RMicroDVD (.sub) subtitle files
RWindows Media Player SAMI subtitle files (.SMI, .SAMI)
RPlain ASCII with timecode subtitle files (.TXT)
RRTF subtitle files (.RTF)
RExcel XLS and XLSX Workbook subtitle files (.XLS)
RQuickTime Text subtitle files (.TXT)
RDLP Cinema™ XML subtitle files (.XML)
RDCDM (Digital Cinema Distribution Master)SMPTE 428-7-2007 XML Subtitles
RDAS subtitle files (.DAS)
RSoftitler subtitle files (.TXT)
RAvid DS Nitris subtitle files (.TXT)
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RTimed Text XML (DFXP) - TTML ver. 1 and TTML ver. 2 subtitle files (.XML)
ROoyala Timed Text XML
RIMSC1 Timed Text XML
RNetflix Timed Text (NFLX-TT)
REBU Timed Text (EBU-TT and EBU-TT-D)
REBU-TT and EBU-TT-D for BBC
RApple iTunes Timed Text (.itt)
REBU Timed Text (EBU-TT and EBU-TT-D)
RSMPTE-TT Subtitles (.xml)
RSubstation Alpha subtitle files (.SSA/.ASS)
RApple DVD Studio Pro text script (.stl)
RSpruce DVD Maestro STL Text Script
RFinal Cut Pro XML Interchange Format
RAdobe Encore DVD text script (.txt)
R Sony DVD Architect Script
RRoxio DVDIt Pro Subtitle Script
RSwift Interchange Format (.sif)
RUniversal Subtitle Format (.usf)
RInscriber SG (.txt)
ROVR subtitle files (.OVR)
The Plug-in also accepts Closed Captions specific files:

RScenarist Closed Caption Format (.SCC)
RSMPTE-TT Closed Captions (.xml)
RCheetah CAP (.CAP)
RMCC CEA-608/708 captions (.mcc)
RCPC-715 Online Caption Format (.onl)
RCaptions Inc. Files (.cin)
RCheetah ASC (.ASC)
RNCI CAP (.CAP)
RUltech Captions (.ULT)
RTDS Captions (.TDS)
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RECF Captions for theater projection (.ECF)

Support
If you need additional help with the Plug-in you can always consult the following sources:
EZTitles Web site can be found at http://www.eztitles.com. You can also obtain the latest EZTitles plug-in version
from there.
E-mail Support – Feel free to contact us at support@eztitles.com.
Phone Support - You can call us from Monday to Friday between 9AM and 18 PM CET at + 359 2 4169763 or + 359
2 4197542.
This is no value added phone number and the call will be taxed out according your service provider international
call rates.
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1.3. Copyright and Distribution
All the rights of the EZTitles family products, including EZTitles Pro, EZTitles Express, EZTitles TV, EZTitles CC,
EZTitles DVD, EZTitles Classic, EZTitles Enterprise, EZTitles Lite, EZTitles Plug-in for Adobe Premiere, EZTitles Plugin for Avid, EZTitles Plug-in for Carbon Coder and EZTitles Plug-in for Cambria belong to EZTitles Development
Studio Ltd. By buying them, you obtain the right to use them on a single computer only. You are not allowed to use
them on more than one computer at a time, unless you have been given special permission by EZTitles
Development Studio Ltd to do so.
Making copies of the products or certain parts of them is permitted for backup purposes only. You are given no
permission to modify, change, adapt, translate, disassemble, decompile or create secondary products based on the
original one.
Distribution of EZTitles family products or granting user rights to third parties is strictly forbidden, unless you have
been granted special rights by EZTitles Development Studio Ltd to do so.
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2.1. Installing the EZTitles Plug-in
Installing the EZTitles Plug-in for Carbon Coder is a pretty straight forward process. You just have to click on the
Wizard's Next button, like any other Windows compliant application, until you have fulfilled all the instructions.
Let's now focus on the steps you are required to make a decision. At first you will come across the following dialog
where you must accept the License Agreement in order to proceed with the installation process:

License Agreement
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The next dialog needs you to specify the Plug-in installation folder which will contain all the resource files required
for your software to function normally.

EZTitles Plug-in installation folder
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At the next page you are asked to specify the Carbon Coder plugins folder. Usually the installer will detect the
correct path but if by any means the displayed folder is not correct you can use the Browse button.
The Default installation folder is:

C:\Program Files\Common Files\Rhozet\Carbon Coder\Plugins\VFltRpi

Rpi folder and Logs

Install WFS Node Plugin
Select this option if you are installing on a WFS node. An additional plugin called "EZTitles Subtitles Plugin WFS
Version" will be installed.
It has very similar functionality as the standard one and the differences are only in some user interface elements.
For more information please check the EZTitles Plug-in WFS Version section of this manual.
Please mind that you need to restart the services ("Nexus Server (Carbon Coder)" and "Rhozet Workflow Node")
after the installation.
Logs
The EZTitles Plug-in allows warning and error logging and at the same dialog you shall specify the Log output folder
as well.
There are two types of log files - the one intended to keep all the warnings and the second for the errors
generated.
The installer automatically creates the C:\EZTitlesRhozetPluginLogs folder and sets the permissions thus any
user can modify its content.
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Please mind that on changing the Log folder location you shall also grant your system the rights to modify the files
placed within.
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The next dialog will ask you to specify a Start Menu folder, where the Plug-in's shortcuts and Help files will be
placed.
You can also skip this folder creation by checking the "Don’t create a Start Menu folder" checkbox.

Start Menu folder

To verify if the Plug-in has been installed and registered properly click on the Windows Start button, navigate to
All Programs\EZTitles Development Studio\EZTitles Rhozet Plug-in 5 and start
the About application:
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The EZTitles Plug-in is available as an Advanced Video Filter which can be applied both on the Source and the
Target video clips, once the source/target clips are selected.
After that click on the Advanced button in the Source or Target dialog, select the Video Filter page and click
the Add button.

There you can select and use the EZTitles Subtitles Plugin and afterwards click the OK button.
Once the Plugin has been selected a new configuration menu will show up just bellow the Preview screens in the
Carbon Coder.
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The window is separated into four significant sections with additional information and options for the subtitle
encoding process.
You can load particular subtitle file by clicking the browse button at the Source section.
Once the particular subtitle file is loaded you can continue with the Target setup. It helps you define the Burned-in
and Teletext subtitles or Closed Captions which you are going to encode.
Depending on your choice here, all of the remaining configuration options may also change.
By clicking the button at the Configure section you will access the EZTitles Plug-in specific options to edit or adjust
the subtitles' unique appearance on the screen.
Nevertheless some options for quality control are provided to you by the Warnings and Errors. They differ for the
three different types of subtitles you want to encode.
For simplicity we will look over them in their brief meaning when encoding Burned-in and Teletext subtitles as well
as Closed Captions within the next topics.
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3.1. Loading Subtitles and Timecode setup
You can use any of the supported file formats, by clicking on the Browse button (the one with three dots) on the
right.

Subtitle File Source setup

After that you should point to the exact subtitle file you want to imprint in your video clip and click the Ok button
within the corresponding dialog.
The very first choice to be made concerns the subtitle file that is going to be encoded and also the corresponding
Reference Timecode.
It will provide you with two options to choose from, but first please familiarize yourself with some background
concerning the timecode if you need to.
The Time Code, in general, represents the moment in time a subtitle shall appear on or disappear off the screen.
So each individual subtitle is represented by an In Cue - the time it has to appear on the screen, and an Out Cue the moment it has to disappear off the screen.
Source Timecode is the timecode originally encoded with the video file. The EZTitles Plug-in automatically detects
and uses it with the selected subtitle file.
If the original source Timecode cannot be used for some reason (there is a shift between the subtitles file and the
embedded TC for example), you shall consider using the second available option Frame Counter.
The Frame Counter automatically generates timecode for each frame according to the sequential number of the
video frames in the clip and the already associated with the clip Programme Start TC.
Timecode Format changes the format of the running timecode when Frame Counter is used for Reference
Timecode. It is intended to work in a workflow with the video running at 48, 50, 59.94 or 60 fps while the subtitles
are prepared for 24, 25, 29.97 of 30 fps. In scenarios like this, adjusting the Timecode Format in the way that it
matches the timecode format of the subtitles, will result into perfectly synchronized subtitles.
Please consider changing it to something else rather than the Default for Video only when required. Otherwise it
may cause serious issues and the subtitles may appear earlier or later than expected.
Programme Start TC - you can specify the timecode of the very first frame in your clip, for example at
00:00:00:00 as shown in the image. This parameter will be later used to keep the sync between the video clip and
the subtitles.
The Drop Frame option shall be set to Yes, only for an NTSC drop-frame video clip. In all other cases you have
to click the No indication.
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3.2. Plug-in Configuration Dialog
You can access the EZTitles Plug-in's unique presentation controls by clicking the Browse button (the one with three
dots) at the EZTitles plug-in/Configure section as described:

After that a dialog with additional options shows up to help you present and adjust the subtitles in the best
fashioned way.
All the available options are separated into several sections which will remain the same with the only exception
being the bottom one which concerns the file encoding.
It will accordingly change for any text based file, like .txt, .ssa, .das and etc, or .PAC loaded.
The content of the dialog will also change accordingly to the Burned-in, Teletext or Closed Captions choice you have
made and will be explained with the next couple of topics.
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3.2.1. Font and Text

Header

The header section displays the location of your subtitle file at the top.
The First In-Cue shows the exact moment in time the first subtitle shall be displayed. You can use it to configure
the Programme Start TC of your video clip as well.
The Last Out-Cue shows the exact moment in time the last subtitle shall disappear off the screen. The Last-Out
and First In-Cue provides information about the subtitle file duration in general.
The total number of subtitles found within the file is displayed to the right - Number of subtitles.

Fonts
From here you can select the fonts along with other related attributes. Depending on the subtitles file type you are
using there could be two pages "Font 1" and "Font 2" containing separate attributes for each font:

Name: select the typeface which will be used. There are no restrictions concerning the fonts usage and you can
apply any of the fonts you have already installed on your computer (C:\Windows\Fonts).
Bold: select this option if you want the subtitles text to be rendered in bold.
Height: the font height in pixels.
Spacing: (defined in pixels, ranging from –16.0 to +16.0) specifies the additional space between the characters.
When its value is negative characters are drawn closer to each other. If positive - characters are drawn further
apart from one another. Please note that you can specify fraction of a pixel as well.
Scale: This is the horizontal scale defined in percent, ranging from -50 to +150. It specifies the horizontal
characters deformation – values lower than 100 will shrink and higher than 100 will expand the character's width.
Right to left: Use this option if you are working in Arabic, Hebrew or Persian.
Asian Text Font: Enables the Plug-in to display Asian and non Asian text with different font even when they are
inserted on the same line.
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Text settings

Force Text Color
Many subtitle file formats can support colored subtitles. By using the Force Text Color option you will override the
text's color with the one selected from the color palette on the right.
Outline/Shadow
The Outline/Shadow option allows you to apply additional effect over the text:
No Change

Leaves the Outline or Shadow effect as specified in the original subtitle file.

None

Removes any Outline or Shadow effects applied over the subtitles.

Outline

Applies an Outline around each character.

Shadow

Applies Shadow behind each character.

In addition you can set the Size of the applied effect in pixels as well as its color by picking it up from the color
palette on the right.
Horizontal alignment
You can change the alignment by clicking on the corresponding drop-down menu button. There are four options to
choose from:
No change

Leaves the alignment as been set by the original file.

Center

Aligns all subtitles to the center.

Left

Aligns all subtitles to the left.

Right

Aligns all subtitles to the right.

Auto Center-Left alignment
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Mostly used or required for subtitling a dialog. If the subtitle is centered and one of the lines starts with "-" or "–" it
will be automatically center-left aligned: the longest line is centered and the other lines are aligned to its left edge.
Context Digit Substitution

It works similarly to the Windows digit substitution feature and enables you to display the digits with their ArabicIndic or Farsi representations in the context when Arabic or Farsi text persists on the very same row.
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3.2.2. Box and Safe Area

Boxes
In addition to the Outline and Shadow effects, you can also apply color box behind the text, which can also have an
opacity specified in percent.

You can use any of the available options with the Box effect:
Not Changed

Leaves the subtitles with their default box effect set by the original file.

Unboxed

Removes the Box effect from all subtitles.

Boxed

Applies Box behind the subtitles text.

Block boxed

Applies Box behind the subtitles text which has its width adjusted according to the
longest line in any particular subtitle.

Please note that you could have the so-called Ghost Boxed or Ghost Block Boxed subtitles entering a value between
0% and 100% in the Opacity field, with 35% set as default.
Box with opacity set to 100% looks solid, without any transparency on the screen, while 0% opacity leaves it fully
transparent so it cannot actually be noticed by the viewer.
The box color can be easily picked up with the color palette on the right.
The box can be also extended to the Left, Right, Top or Bottom by entering the exact amount of pixels into the
corresponding Left, Right, Top, Bottom margins boxes.
Please consider that 18px Left and Right margins are the industry defaults when working with PAL or NTSC videos
(720x576, 720x480).

Safe Area settings
The safe area is used to define the placement of the subtitles on the screen. For example all bottom aligned
subtitles will be positioned at the bottom Safe Area margin.
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The margins are defined as percent of the screen width/height from the corresponding edge of the screen.
Except for controlling the text placement the safe area is used to check if the text fits on the screen (check Errors
and Warnings topic).
Please consider the default Safe Area margins are set to 10% off the screen's edge.
Row interval / Line Spacing
Controls the space between the text lines. It can be specified in two ways illustrated with the next pictures:
Row Interval

Line Spacing

Usually few pixels. Specify 0 or a negative number to
bring the text lines closer together.

Too small value will overlap the text lines.
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3.2.3. File formats settings

PAC file encodings

PAC files allow two fonts with different encoding to be used, as showed in the image above.
The following encodings are available: Latin, Cyrillic, Cyrillic/Latin, Greek, Arabic, Farsi, Hebrew, Thai, Chinese
Simplified/Traditional, Japanese and Korean.
Be sure that the correct encodings are selected to avoid non-printable, missing or messed up characters.

Code Page

This setting is valid for text files only. Use it if you are loading .TXT, .SRT, .SUB, etc. files. Be sure that the correct
code page is selected to avoid missing or messed up characters.

EBU (.STL)

The EBU related settings are useful when an EBU file has not been loaded properly.
Force Start Box control code at the beginning of line - Inserts Start Box control code at the beginning of each
line.
Force double height at the beginning of line - Insert Double height control code at the beginning of each line.
It could be used to overwrite the characters' height set by the original EBU (.STL) file.
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MicroDVD (.SUB) and SubRip (.SRT)

Sometimes, when the original .sub or .srt, created in Arabic, Hebrew or other right-to-left language, have been
intended for playback on computer via some digital video player software (VLC, Windows Media Player, Media
Player Classic, etc), the punctuation marks at the end of the line may incorrectly appear at the beginning. This is an
issue which concerns the video player programs and how they display right-to-left text, but you can use the RTL
Reorder option to get the file correctly working in ProMeida Carbon without editing it.
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3.2.4. Stereoscopic 3D
This section is available only if an .ezt file containing 3D info has been loaded. Such kind of files are created by
using 3DTitles.

Here you need to specify the stereoscopic 3D layout which could differ from the one in the .ezt file. You can always
select "Mono" if you want to "burn" the file as ordinary 2D subtitles.
Dual stream
Dual Stream videos contain the two "eye" streams on separate files or video tracks. Carbon Coder currently doesn't
handle dual stream 3D content and the process shall be completed in the following steps.
Encode individual video streams by using the EZTitles Plug-in for each of them and specifying whether it contains
the Left or Right eye image.
Later, if required, you can mix these video streams into one dual stream video file by using an external application
or Carbon API.
CEA-708 Closed Captions with 3D
As of June 2012 CEA-708.1 standard include support for digital CEA-708 closed captions with 3D extensions.
The EZTitles Plug-in already adopted it and is able to encode 3D closed captions if the Project's Type is configured
for insertion of Digital Television Closed Captions CEA-708 or Both CEA-608 and CEA-708 captions.
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3.3. Teletext and Burned-in Subtitles, Closed Captions
Here you can learn more about inserting
Burned-in Subtitles
Closed Captions
Teletext Subtitles
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3.3.1. Burned-in Subtitles
Burned-in subtitles or open subtitles will be overlayed into the picture of the output video file and will always be
visible to the viewer.
You can use any of the subtitle or closed captions formats supported by the EZTitles Plug-in to imprint Burned-In
subtitles.
When a file is loaded the very first subtitle will be displayed in the Preview monitor of the Carbon Coder.
The subtitles' appearance can be controlled via the Plug-in's configuration dialog.
All changes you make there will be applied as soon as the dialog is closed and you can see them in the Preview
monitor.
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3.3.2. Closed Captions
Encoding Closed Captions can be achieved by first selecting the Closed Captions option at the Target/Type dropdown menu.
After that several additional options will appear for you to specify the Closed Caption's unique attributes.
Please note that the Closed Captions specific styles like Pop-on, Roll-up and Paint-on should be previously known
and set with the Closed Captions file you are going to use.
Otherwise the text will appear as Pop-on captions on the TV screen.
The first thing you need to consider, is what type of Closed Captions you want to encode. Three options are
available depending on your goal:

Closed Captions

NTSC Television Closed Captions(608)

Captions are encoded in the signal's VBI for NTSC videos only.

Digital Television Closed Captions (708)

CEA-708 captions are considered for digital television only and
are encoded directly into the MPEG data packages.
The captions follow the CEA-708-D FCC recommendations.

Both CEA-608 and CEA-708

Simultaneously inserts CEA-608 and CEA-708 captions in the
output file.

Please mind that the content of the Plug-in's configuration dialog will change according to what you've selected
here. For CEA-708 Closed Captions there will be a couple of features to customize which will affect the captions
appearance on the viewers screen, while for CEA-608 captions you need to define whether they will be encoded in
Channel 1/2 (CC1/CC2) in Field 1 or Channel 3/4(CC3/CC4) in Field 2:

CEA-608 Captions - Select Channel

Digital Television Closed Captions (CEA-708)
When you choose to encode CEA-708 Closed Captions, you may also want to customize their appearance from the
Plug-in's configuration dialog:
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Font Style

Select one of the 8 available font styles as defined by specification. You
can choose between Monospaced, Proportionally spaced, Monospaced
without serifs, etc.
If you have any doubts which one to use please leave the font style to
Default.

Font Size

Choose between Normal, Small and Large size.

Force Text Color

Overrides the text color specified in the original subtitle file.

Text Color

This field is displayed only if the above option "Force text color" was
clicked. The color is specified in the following form: #RRGGBB where
RR, GG, and BB represents the red, green and blue levels. Please mind
that only 64 colors which are defined by the CEA-708 specifications
should be used.

Display Effect

Specifies the effect that is to take place when the window is displayed
and when it is hidden.
Snap (default) - the window will pop-on the screen when the window is
displayed and pop-off when the window is hidden.
Fade - causes the window to fade onto and off of the screen at the
specified effect speed.

Effect Rate

Becomes available when Fade is selected as Display Effect. It specifies
how fast windows will appear and disappear from the screen when
they are displayed or hidden.
The effect rate can be increased in steps of 0.5s in the range from 0.5s
to 7.5s.

Horizontal Alignment

Overrides the text alignment specified in the original subtitle file. Select
"No change" to keep the original position.
Please mind that when encoding CEA-608 and CEA-708 at the same
time, i.e when the Plug-in is set to add Both (CEA-608 & CEA708),using this option will modify the alignment for both CEA-608 and
CEA-708 caption streams.
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Box

Specifies the box effect applied to the subtitles. Select "Not changed" to
keep the original setting from the captions file.

Box Opacity

Changes the appearance of the text's background to Solid or
Translucent.

Box Color

Becomes available only when Box effect is used (Box or Block Box). The
color is specified in the following form: #RRGGBB where RR, GG, and
BB represents the red, green and blue levels. Please mind that only 64
colors which are defined by the CEA-708 specifications should be used.

CEA-708 Closed Captions with 3D
As of June 2012 CEA-708.1 standard include support for digital CEA-708 closed captions with 3D extensions.
The EZTitles Plug-in already adopted it and is able to encode 3D closed captions if the Project's Type is configured
for insertion of Digital Television Closed Captions CEA-708 or Both CEA-608 and CEA-708 captions.
Closed Captions with 3D can currently be inserted from an .ezt file containing 3D information only. Such .ezt files
can be produced by our 3DTitles application.
If 3D information exists in the particular .ezt the closed captions will be inserted with instructions of how to properly
position the captions in the 3D space no matter if the video is or isn't intended for 3D.
It is the viewer's decoding device that is responsible for the proper display of the captions and the adopted practice
is to discard the 3D extensions when they are not required, i.e when the programme is not a 3D show.
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3.3.3. Teletext Subtitles
The Teletext Subtitles are encoded directly into a specific line or lines into the Vertical Blanking Interval (VBI) of the
video.
Encoding Teletext Subtitles can be achieved by first using the Teletext option at the Target/Type drop-down menu.
After that several additional options will appear for you to specify the Teletext's unique attributes.

Teletext Subtitles Properties

Teletext Page Number - shows the page number the subtitles will be inserted into. The page number has to be
set between 100 and 899.
VBI Lines - Teletext subtitles are encoded into particular line or lines of the Vertical Blanking Interval (VBI).
Language - There are different code tables used to display and transmit the characters in Teletext subtitles and
the exact language have to be specified. It is otherwise possible for some incorrect symbols to be displayed.
OP42 Compatible - Produces Teletext subtitles packets in compliance with OP42 practice. This option can be used
in combination with " Teletext (OP42) to OP47
" filter for encoding Teletext subtitles in high-resolution DTV target.

The above three items are available only if OP42 Compatible option is switched off:
Same data on all lines - The teletext data will be transmitted on both Lines if two or more line numbers have
been specified earlier.
It is intended to secure the eventual data loss during transmission of the video.
Continuous time filling packets - Sometimes it may be required for teletext data to be inserted with each data
package submitted for transmission.
Selecting this option could be useful in this case, because the EZTitles Plug-in will insert a time filling packet.
Double transmit captions - the teletext subtitles will be transmitted twice in consecutive order to ensure there is
no data loss during the transmission.
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Initial page (page 100)
Often it is required to include an initial page 100 with the encoding so when the viewer switches on the Teletext on
the TV a short introduction page is displayed.
It may contain information about the programme, broadcaster, which Teletext pages contain subtitles, etc.
The content of the page is specified in a simple text file. The only restrictions are 40 character per row and 23
rows.
Select Yes in Include initial page field and you will be provided with two more fields where you can select the text
file with the page content and the page language.

Combine different languages and subtitles versions
EZTitles plug-in filters can be combined to encode different subtitles versions or languages. Just place a filter for
each version and select the required attributes. You can share the same VBI lines.
Please note that if the filters share the same VBI lines the initial page (page 100) must be selected in the last filter.

EZTitles Teletext Data Modulator
This is a separate plug-in included in the package which allows you to modulate the teletext packets in the video. It
must be placed after all subtitles filters.

Plug-in Teletext Configuration Dialog
When encoding teletext subtitles, the EZTitles Plug-in configuration dialog provides some settings that differ from
the customization ones, as it was mentioned earlier within this Guide.
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Force double height - when clicked it doubles the height of the text.
Force Text Color - Many subtitle file formats are supporting colored subtitles.
Horizontal Alignment - Overrides the text alignment specified in the original subtitle file. Select "No change" to
keep the original position
By using the Force Text Color option you will override the text's color with the one selected from the color palette to
the right.
The file Encoding is described in more details with the Plug-in Configuration Dialog topic.
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3.4. Vertical and Overlapping Subtitles
Overlapping Subtitles
Subtitles with overlapping timing are usually considered as inconsistent but there are situations when such could
legitimately be used. The most typical scenario includes the situation in which both vertical and horizontal text must
be displayed at the same time on the screen:

This, in fact, is a typical requirement for subtitles written in Japanese or Chinese but in almost all other situations
overlapping subtitles will be considered as inconsistent and therefore avoided. The respective option controlling the
encoding of files with Overlapping Subtitles should be considered when deciding if such subtitles are acceptable or
not.

Vertical Subtitles
EZTitles Plug-in for ProMedia Carbon supports various features typically used and often required for subtitles
written in East Asian languages such as:
Vertical orientation of the text in subtitles (vertical subtitles):
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Ruby Characters

Vertical Subtitles and Ruby characters are supported with the following subtitle formats:

R EZTitles' proprietary .ezt and .eztxml formats.
R Videotron Lambda CAP
R WebVTT (.vtt)
R DLP Subtitle XML
R DCDM (SMPTE 428-7) Subtitle XML
R Apple iTunes Timed Text
R Netflix Timed Text
Please note that the Plug-in for ProMedia Carbon doesn't provide any options to rotate text from horizontal to
vertical direction or vice-versa, change the position of the existing in the file Ruby Characters. Ruby positions and
text orientation will be re-created by using the details set in the input subtitle file.
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3.5. Errors and Warnings
The Errors and Warnings feature provides different options for controlling the working process in regards to the
subtitles type which will be encoded.
The services has 4 control options listed bellow and will output a message in the corresponding warning or error
log file.
Ignore

The program ignores the warning and will continue with the encoding process.

Log first warning only

The program saves the first warning in the Log File and will continue with the
encoding.

Log all warnings

The program saves warning for each of the non-printable characters found and will
continue with the encoding.

Stop Conversion and log
error

The process of encoding is instantly stopped and the error message is saved in the
Log File.

Fatal Errors
The "File not found" option provides the functionality to continue the video encoding when the subtitles file is not
found at the specified folder.
It is intended mainly for use with the Watch Mode, by Carbon Coder Admin application, or WFS Version of the Plugin and can be extremely useful when some of the target clips may not contain subtitles but use the very same
Target preset.

File not found has two options you can choose between :

Stop transcoding and
display error

Ignore and continue
transcoding

If the subtitles file doesn't exist in the specified folder, the Plug-in will cancel the
current transcoding job and will display error message.
This is set as default and you must change it if you need the Plug-in to continue with
the target's encoding.
If the subtitles file doesn't exist in the specified folder the transcoding job will
continue, considering that the current job will not contain subtitles.

Burned-in subtitles specific Errors and Warnings
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Log Files folder - Shows the destination folder where the log file will be created if any warning or error appears.
The Log folder location can be configured while installing the EZTitles Plug-in.
Overlapping Subtitles - Controls the encoding of subtitles with overlapping timing. Often subtitles with
overlapping timings might be considered as inconsistent and the encoding should stop but there are also situations
in which it is perfectly acceptable or even necessary to have them. For more details please check the topic
dedicated to Overlapping Subtitles.
Out of title Safe Area - The default title Safe Area is set to 10% from the left, right, top and bottom edges of the
screen.
This is the default space subtitle have to fit in which guarantees the viewer will be able to see the whole text
regardless of the monitor or TV size and resolution.
Although it is only a warning, it may be better to review the subtitles and make sure you are not over compromising
with the text line length. Additionally you may expand the Safe Area via the Plug-in's Configuration dialog to prevent
unintended issues like that.
Out of action Safe Area - The Action safe area expands 50% out of the title safe area. This shall be considered
as the absolute maximum the title safe area borders can expand within.
A subtitle which goes out of action SA borders will most probably be incorrectly or inconsistently displayed on the
viewers' monitor or TV screen.
If an error like this occurs it is suggested to cancel the encoding and edit the subtitles listed within the created log
file in order to make sure they will be correctly displayed.

Closed Captions specific Errors and Warnings

Log Files folder - shows the destination folder where the log file will be created if any warning or error appears.
The Log folder location can be configured while installing the EZTitles Plug-in.
Non-printable characters - Non-printable characters usually occurs when there is a character currently not
supported by the Closed Captions formats or the file encoding has not been properly set with the Plug-in's
configuration dialog. Please remember that the Closed Captions are restricted to accept characters part of the
English and Spanish alphabets only. All other symbols will be indicated as non-printable by the Plug-in and therefore
deleted.
Insufficient time to build - Time to build indicates the required number of frames for the caption to be
transmitted/displayed along with its control codes. If there is a caption with insufficient time to build the Plug-in will
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automatically delay the moment the next caption will be displayed. Although it is suggested to review and check the
closed captions when such warning is generated.

Teletext specific Errors and Warnings

Teletext Warnings and Errors

Log Files folder - shows the destination folder where the log files will be created if any warning or error appears.
The Log folder location can be configured when installing the EZTitles Plug-in.
Non-printable characters - Non-printable characters usually occurs when the subtitle's file encoding has not
been properly set with the Plug-in's configuration dialog.
If, by any means a non-printable character has been found within the current subtitle file, it is suggested to cancel
the encoding process, review and edit the reported subtitle or subtitles.
All non-printable characters found within the file will be automatically deleted by the EZTitles Plug-in and won't be
displayed in the output video clip.
Long Lines - Long lines shall be considered as text row which exceeds the maximum allowed 38 characters,
including the spaces.
Each line that is longer will suffer a loss of characters or may loose whole phrases when displayed on the TV.
It is suggested to cancel the encoding, review and edit the reported subtitle.
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Using the EZTitles Plug-in in Watch Mode is the same as using the Carbon Coder's GUI. It provides the very same
functionality which scales with the Carbon Coder Admin management utility.
The EZTitles Subtitles Plug-in is available at the Video Filters for both Source and Targets sections as it can be
applied to either the source and target video clip.
Once it has been selected you can edit it via the corresponding View Preset button.

The Source section provides details about the subtitle file loaded as well as the related Timecode.
Using %s in the source file name could be extremely useful for automating the whole process.
It is automatically replaced with the source video file name. Thus on the screenshot above, the plug-in will look for
.pac files with the same name as the source video clip.
Another useful wildcard is %f which matches the source video folder. It is important to mention that %f does not
include a trailing \ character.
The * and ? characters can also be used: the asterisk * matches any sequence or number of characters while the
question mark ? matches any single character.
So for example if the source clip is located in:

C:\Test\VideoSource\Test.mov
and the subtitles are located in the same folder, have the same name followed by a random number of characters
"C:\Test\Test-rev2.pac", the following pattern could be used: %f\%s*.pac.
Note: It is important to always enter the subtitle's file extension in these patterns instead of using wildcard
characters ( .* or .???). Otherwise, the Plug-in will try to load in the first file which matches the pattern in this
folder and respectively result into an error if it doesn't support its format.
If the Watch Folder cannot find the specified subtitles file, the Plug-in automatically generates an entry in the error
log and stops the encoding process of that particular video clip.
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It is also suggested to supply the subtitle files into a separate folder which is different than the one dedicated to the
video source clips.
Otherwise the Watch Folder agent might try to process them assuming they are regular video files and will output
an error.
The Reference Timecode options are described in more details with the Loading Subtitles and Timecode setup
topic earlier within this guide.
At the Target section you can define what type of subtitles will be encoded. The three possible options are BurnedIn Subtitles, Closed Captions and Teletext Subtitles.
By clicking the Configure assigned button the Plug-in's Configuration dialog may be accessed.
Finally, you may control the behavior of the Plug-in when a warning or error is triggered via the Warnings and
Errors options.
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This version of the plug-in shares the very same functionality as the standard one except for some changes in the
interface which has to follow the WFS specifics.
All parameters are available via the default WFS Manager's user interface and there is a short description
associated with each of them:

Following is a brief description of these parameters.

General
File

Specify the subtitles files name, extension and location. Both the %f
and %s wildcard options can be used, for example "%f\%s.pac".
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The "%s" wildcard attribute can be used to distinguish if the subtitles
need to be encoded for the leading, trailing clips or only for the main
video.
"%s1" is replaced with the first file's name, which is usually the leading
clip; "%s2" stands for the second file's name, usually the main clip; "%
s3"- with the third file's name which is usually the trailing one.
The same applies for the "%f" wildcard attribute as well.
Please note that "%s" and "%f" are also available and are equivalent to
"%s1" and "%f1".
Another useful wildcard is %f which matches the source video folder.
It is important to mention that %f does not include a trailing \
character. The * and ? characters can also be used: the asterisk *
matches any sequence or number of characters while the question
mark ? matches any single character.
Note: It is important to always enter the subtitle's file extension in
these patterns instead of using wildcard characters ( .* or .???).
Otherwise, the Plug-in will try to load in the first file which matches the
pattern in this folder and respectively result into an error if it doesn't
support its format.
Reference Timecode

Very important setting used to synchronize the subtitles with the video.
Select "Source timecode" if the video clip contains embedded timecode,
otherwise use "Frame counter".
If you select the second option additional field called "Programme start
TC" will be displayed and you need to enter the timecode of the first
frame of the video there.

Type

Defines the jobs type: Burned-in, Closed Captions or Teletext subtitles.
Upon selection some of the settings will change accordingly.

Timecode Format

Changes the format of the running timecode when Frame Counter is
used for Reference Timecode. It is intended to work in a workflow with
the video running at 48, 50, 59.94 or 60 fps while the subtitles are
prepared for 24, 25, 29.97 of 30 fps. In such scenarios, adjusting the
Timecode Format to match the timecode format of the subtitles will
result into perfectly synchronized subtitles.

Burned-in subtitles
Fonts
The text in certain subtitle file types (PAC, 890, EZT, etc.) could be formatted using two fonts. In this case you need
to fill "Font 2" section as well. Otherwise only Font 1 shall be used.
Font 1 Name

Selects the typeface which will be used. There are no restrictions
concerning the fonts usage and you can apply any of the fonts you have
already installed on your computer.

Font 1 Bold

Select this option if you want the subtitles text to be rendered in bold.
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Font 1 Height

The font's height in pixels.

Font 1 Spacing

Specifies the additional space between the characters in pixels. Please
mind that you can set either an integer number or a fraction of a pixel.

Font 1 Scale

This is the horizontal scale defined in percent, ranging from -50 to
+150. It specifies the horizontal characters deformation – values lower
than 100 will shrink and higher than 100 will expand the character's
width.

Font 1 Right to Left

This option is intended for use with subtitle files in Arabic, Hebrew or
Farsi.

Asian Text Font

Enables the Plug-in to display Asian and non Asian text with different
font even when they are inserted on the same line.

Text settings
Horizontal alignment

Overrides the text alignment specified in the original subtitle file. Select
"No change" to keep the original settings.

Auto center-left

Mostly used or required for subtitling a dialog. If the subtitle is centered
and one of the lines starts with "-" or "–" it will be automatically centerleft aligned: the longest line is centered and the other lines are aligned to
its left edge.

Force text color

Overrides the text color specified in the original subtitle file.

Text color

This field is displayed only if the above option "Force text color" was
clicked. The color is specified in the following form: #RRGGBB where RR,
GG, and BB represents the red, green and blue levels. Please mind those
are hexadecimal numbers in the range from 0 to 0xFF.

Outline type

Specifies the outline or shadow effect applied to the subtitles. Select "No
change" to keep the original setting from the subtitle file.

Outline Size

The size of the outline or shadow in pixels.

Outline Color

Specifies the outline/shadow color in the following form: #RRGGBB
where RR, GG, and BB represents the red, green and blue levels.
Please mind those are hexadecimal numbers in the range from 0 to
0xFF.

Box
Box type

Specifies the box effect applied to the subtitles. Select "No change" to
keep the original setting from the subtitle file.

Box color

Specifies the box's color in the following form: #RRGGBB where RR,
GG, and BB represents the red, green and blue levels.
Please mind those are hexadecimal numbers in the range from 0 to
0xFF.

Box opacity

The opacity in percent. Select 100% for a solid box and 0% for fully
transparent one.

Box margins

The box can be also extended to the Left, Right, Top or Bottom by
entering the exact amount of pixels into the corresponding Left, Right,
Top, Bottom margin fields.
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Safe Area
The safe area is used to define the placement of the subtitles on the screen. For example all bottom aligned
subtitles will be positioned at the bottom Safe Area margin.
The margins are defined as percent of the screen width/height from the corresponding edge of the screen. More
details are available in Box and Safe Area topic.
Except for controlling the text placement the safe area is used to check if the text fits on the screen (check Errors
and Warnings topic).
Please consider the default Safe Area margins are set to 10% off the screen's edge.

Closed captions
From the Transmit drop-down you can select how the captions will be encoded. The three available options are:
NTSC Television Closed Captions(608)

Captions are encoded in the signal's VBI for NTSC videos only.

Digital Television Closed Captions (708)

CEA-708 captions are considered for digital television only and
are encoded directly into the MPEG data packages and are
made upon the CEA-708-D FCC recommendations.

Both CEA-608 and CEA-708

Defines the jobs type: Burned-in, Closed Captions or Teletext
subtitles. Depending on the selection some of the settings will
change accordingly.

Different options will be available when encoding either CEA-608 or CEA-708 captions.
NTSC Television CEA-608 Closed Captions
The only available option is the channel. You can select between "Field 1 (CC1/CC2)" or "Field 2 (CC3/CC4)".
Digital Television CEA-708 Closed Captions
Whenever you choose to encode CEA-708 captions the following additional options will become available:
Font Style

Select one of the 8 available font styles as defined by specification. You
can choose between Monospaced, Proportionally spaced, Monospaced
without serifs and etc. styles.
If you have any doubts what to use please leave it the font style to
Default.

Font Size

Enables you to choose between Normal, Small and Large size.

Force Text Color

Overrides the text color specified in the original subtitle file.

Text Color

This field is displayed only if the above option "Force text color" was
clicked. The color is specified in the following form: #RRGGBB where
RR, GG, and BB represents the red, green and blue levels. Please mind
that only 64 colors which are defined by the CEA-708 specifications
should be used.

Display Effect

Specifies the effect that will take place when the window is displayed
and when it is hidden.
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Snap (default) - the window will pop-on the screen when the window is
displayed and pop-off when the window is hidden.
Fade - causes the window to fade onto and off of the screen at the
specified effect speed.
Effect Rate

Becomes available when Fade is selected as Display Effect. It specifies
how fast windows will appear and disappear from the screen when
they are displayed or hidden.
The effect rate can be increased in steps of 0.5s in the range from 0.5s
to 7.5s.

Horizontal Alignment

Overrides the text alignment specified in the original subtitle file. Select
"No change" to keep the original position

Box

Specifies the box effect applied to the subtitles. Select "Not changed" to
keep the original setting from the captions file.

Box Opacity

Changes the appearance of the text's background to Solid or
Translucent.

Box Color

Becomes available only when Box effect is used (Box or Block Box). The
color is specified in the following form: #RRGGBB where RR, GG, and
BB represents the red, green and blue levels. Please mind that only 64
colors which are defined by the CEA-708 specifications should be used.

Teletext
Teletext Page No

The page number the subtitles will be inserted into. The page number
has to be set between 100 and 899.

VBI Lines

Teletext subtitles are encoded into particular line or lines of the Vertical
Blanking Interval (VBI). Comma separated list.

Language

There are different code tables used to display and transmit the
characters in Teletext subtitles and the correct language has to be
specified.

OP42 Compatible

Produces Teletext subtitles packets in compliance with OP42 practice.
This option can be used in combination with "Teletext (OP42) to OP47"
filter for encoding Teletext subtitles in high-resolution DTV target.

Same data on all lines

The same data is duplicated on all VBI lines.

Continuous time filling packets

The plug-in will insert time filling packets.

Double transmit captions

As the name suggests the subtitles will be transmit twice.

Include initial page

Please check Initial page (page 100).

Force double height

Makes the text double height regardless of the settings in the subtitles
file.

Force text color

Overrides the text color specified in the original subtitle file.

Text Color

This field is displayed only if the above option "Force text color" was
selected. The color is specified in the following form: s#RRGGBB where
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RR, GG, and BB represents the red, green and blue levels. Please mind
those are hexadecimal numbers in the range from 0 to 0xFF.

Stereoscopic Layout
The Stereoscopic Layout option shall be considered only when using an .ezt source subtitle file, containing 3D
positioning information.
Such files are created by 3DTitles and it allows you to specify the stereoscopic 3D layout you'll be using to create
the 3D clip.
Note: Please mind when you need to create regular 2D subtitles the stereoscopic layout option shall be set to
Mono.
Dual stream
Dual Stream videos contain the two "eye" streams on separate files or video tracks. Carbon Coder currently doesn't
handle dual stream 3D content and the process shall be completed in the following steps.
Encode individual video streams by using the EZTitles Plug-in for each of them and specifying whether it contains
the Left or Right eye image.
Later, if required, you can mix these video streams into one dual stream video file by using an external application
or Carbon API.

Errors and Warnings
Please refer to Errors and Warnings section.

File formats specific settings
For information about these parameters please refer to the File formats specific settings.
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